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Hello EFSians,
We hope twenty
eighteen has been
an eventful year as
we head into what
should be an exciting
2019.
Explore into some
moments
and
stories from EFS’
global footprint and
a
mind-bending
trivia that can keep
you ELATED.
Change does not
come through wishful thinking especially
when it is about Social Change! Our latest
issue sheds light on Corporate Social
Responsibility. Catch some insights
straight from the Group CEO on ways
in which we can fulfill EFS’ objectives
through responsible and socially-driven
outcomes.
We hope to keep you surrounded with
information in and around EFS. Do bounce
back with your ideas, photos, feedback
and suggestions for the newsletter to
group.communications@efsme.com

CEO’S MESSAGE
Dear Readers,
I hope you celebrated the start of 2019 in good spirits with
family and friends. Now, it’s time to extend this gesture to the
needy and the deserving.
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Corporate social responsibility has to be self-driven through
individual engagement and impact. To begin with it, one
may not need to take giant steps, but a few baby steps can
mark a beginning of a great intent and purpose. I therefore
request all my colleagues to join in this noble drive to create
a lasting social impact for the needy and deserving across
different spheres of life. It is not just about a simple blood
donation, cleaning drive at the beach, participating in a
marathon run for a cancer patient but it can in many small
ways such as counseling a friend in need of family support, it
could be saving a person from a road accident or it could just
be championing the cause of the environment by following
energy saving initiatives.
Social Change has indeed, gained unprecedented prominence
in business today. All things considered, it has been a great
start to the year with the lately held Special Olympics World
Games 2019.

We’ll let you dig into another great issue.
Until next time.
Happy Reading!!

Ananya Mundakal
Assistant General Manager
Group Communications

?

Companies must
not use corporate
social responsibility as a
checklist to paste on their
social media, they must
seek to build a culture
that leaves a lasting
impact on stakeholders
and the have-nots in
particular

Being a People First organization, we were awed to be a
part of largest sports and humanitarian event in the world,
this year with at least 3000 of our blue-collared staff who
motivated and cheered the athletes representing 192 nations
at the events held in Abu Dhabi and Dubai over a span of
two days. We were overwhelmed to see our motivated staff
witness a once in a lifetime event and seek great inspiration
from the People of Determination.
At EFS, we believe that our workforce stands central to our
socially-driven deeds and their welfare and happiness are of
utmost importance hence CSR is not something that must
not just be driven from top but also across; and treat social
responsibility as critical driver to social impact across the
four pillars of EFS’ social goals that are Home, Neighborhood,
Community and Public.
We therefore continue to look at emboldening a CSR culture
in the company and the community at large.

Tariq Chauhan
Group Chief Executive Officer
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PROJECT WINS

KNOW YOUR MANAGEMENT

CtrlS
EFS Facilities Services India

Tower Vision
EFS Facilities Services India

Bharti Airtel
EFS Facilities Services India

Samar Salih

Hamid Jan

Samar Salih is the CAFM Manager for EFS Facilities
Services Group. She leads CAFM implementation, System
Development and Call Centre operations, globally for
EFS.

Hamid Jan is the Project Director for EFS Facilities
Services, Saudi Arabia. He is responsible for the overall
business and FM operations for King Abdullah Economic
City (KAEC).

Samar’s capabilities lie in identifying and optimizing
opportunities for delivery of targeted results with a
positive customer- centric approach to business. She has
over six years exposure in industries like Hospitality and
Facilities Management.

Hamid is an accomplished professional with twentythree years of rich experience in facilities management
covering large institutional campuses and major hotels
& resorts in the Middle East & Pakistan. He holds
capabilities that range from Strategic Business Unit
Operations, Facilities Operation & Maintenance, Asset
Planning & Management (PAS 55), to Project Lifecycle
Management & Property Management.

CAFM Manager
Command & Support Center
EFS Facilities Services Group

Ericsson
EFS Facilities Services Tunisia

Souq.com - An Amazon Company
EFS Facilities Services Egypt

Project Director
King Abdullah Economic City, Saudi Arabia
EFS Facilities Services Saudi Arabia

Samar is a proactive contracts & process automation
professional and a graduate in Information and
Communications technology (ICT).

Accenture Middle East BV
EFS Manpower Solutions

Hamid is a proficient MBA graduate and also possesses
reputed affiliations with International Facility Management
Association (IFMA) USA, Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers (CIBSE) UK and many others.

Geometry Global Advertising LLC
EFS Manpower Solutions
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THOUGHT LEADER

An Outlook on Diligence & Perseverance

Perseverance means that you
persist in something even if there are any
obstructions that like to hold you down and
hamper you but simply, strive to the very
end of a certain task, this suggests that
diligence is a persevering application
Nasr Fawzi

General Manager – Operations
EFS Kuwait
Diligence is the persistent and careful
effort and/or work; i.e., to become singleminded while performing a task. Hard work,
paying attention to details, strict abidance
by deadlines, accuracy, and meticulousness
feature main examples for diligence. A
person who loves what he is doing will do
it energetically and whole-heartedly. A
diligent person has a strong work ethic and
steadfast application; he is always careful
and thorough in what he is doing.
Perseverance means that you persist in
something even if there are any obstructions
that like to hold you down and hamper you but
simply, strive to the very end of a certain task,
this suggests that diligence is a persevering
application. In essence, perseverance is a
part of being diligent, however, diligence
is more comprehensive that implies
perseverance. To further visualize, let’s
assume a case of a person who has always
been careful in what he is doing and always
have a wholehearted approach, persevering
to the very end; in this, we would describe
him as “Diligent”. Under this are traits that
qualify him to be diligent.

10 key habits, when adopted, would transform you
into a diligent person throughout your professional
career:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

You have to be punctual
You have to be self-motivated
You have to persevere without complaining
You have to demonstrate an eagerness and enthusiasm in
learning new things thus improving your personal skill sets
and to reflect a frame of mind that accepts challenges and
responsibility
You have to get up early enough to arrive on time to
appointments and to complete chores prior to arrival; this will
show others that you are dependable
You have to take initiative(s) to complete tasks rather than
waiting to be told what to do
You have to identify your own goals and the goals of the
organization that you work for and strive to realize those goals
You have to continue on a task that is unpleasant, even if such a
task is difficult to complete, you will always do your best.
As and when the work is physical and you find yourself is out of
shape, you should find whatever ways to improve your physical
fitness or health so as to complete the task
You have to follow through on tasks, rather than completing
part of a task or cutting corners
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IN THE SHOES OF...
Taher Salah

It is not a long race
but many short races
that gets you closer to
the finale
This practice allows me run smooth through the
week.

Introduce yourself to us and your journey at EFS?
My journey with EFS started in 2014 as a driver after
which I had the chance of working for the Head
Office. In the year 2016, I was given responsibilities
for the PRO division of EFS while Mr. Syed Nasr was
away. During this phase, my work was valued and
I began to take interest in my personal and career
development.

What are your hobbies?
When it comes to my personal interests, all I can
think off is football. Playing football is my passion
and I transfer the same passion through coaching.
Your Words of Wisdom to share with everybody on
Life, Health & Family

Days moved so fast and another chance opened for
me in the year 2018 where I was assigned to the
role of a Transport Coordinator for the Head Office
working under the guidance of Mr. Santosh Pathak
and from this day onwards challenges came my
way for the better where I have excelled in Fleet
Management. Despite the ups and downs that
came my way, I also had immense support from my
colleagues, my manager and the way to progress
wouldn’t have been complete without the support
from the Management.

1. Life
Identify your interests and be realistic
2. Health
I believe, good health leads to a happy life and
some form of sport and exercise is always a
feather in the cap!
3. Family
No one can do without family, it is that is the
one Feel Good Factor to my life
3 Random Facts about you
I always see myself as an accountable stakeholder
of this company and I take great pride in the
responsibility entrusted to me.

Describe a typical hectic day at work for you?
That’s an interesting question! I love Sundays
because the day flies by in a flash. On a given day,
during the early hours you will find me speaking to
the drivers over the phone trying to find out proactively what their priorities are for the week, their
schedules and assignments for the day and align the
team’s schedules around the client’s priorities. I do
this on Sundays so that the rest of the week is well
organized and I can avoid any surprises.

JAN TO MAR 2019

I am a short-tempered person but at the same time,
I work on controlling it.
Eager about every new day at work where I always
challenge myself to finish all the tasks before the
deadlines.
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EFS SUPERSTAR
Mohamed Abdullah

BE INSPIRED
Anthony Estibeiro

When you think

Positive

Team
management,
leadership and
professionalism
have enhanced his
performance .

Good things happen
My name is Anthony Estibeiro and I started my
journey with EFS in the year 2011 as an Assistant
Clerk. Prior to EFS, I was working for a five-star
hotel as a storekeeper for their business center
and accounts department.

At present, he manages a soft service team for
one of EFS’ prominent banking clients in Qatar. I
feel it’s my big achievement as starting my career
which is motivating myself to do my best as well
as inspiring for future.

EFS is a People First Organization and the boots on
the ground matter the most. We encourage their
aspirations through unfailing support and growth.
Mohamed Satham Mohamed Ismail is one such
EFSian who came all the way from Sri Lanka and
started his career with EFS Qatar. He became a
part of EFS in February 2017 as an office boy and
later on in January last year, he progressed to an
Assistant Soft Service Supervisor where he also
catered to Receptionist & Amenity Attendant
duties.

I became a part of the Learning and Development
Center as soon as I joined EFS. This eight yearlong journey helped me take up diversified
responsibilities from just a clerk to a Coordinator
for the Learning & Development Department at
the Head Office. The respect I’ve earned in every
little way and the balance I’ve maintained between
my family and work are things I consider to be my
major achievements.

Through the years, working for this department
has taught me the significance of training and
learning. What merits it carries and what you
become out of it. Age is just a number but Learning
for me is a never-ending process.
The Almighty has been kind enough towards my
health. Regular exercising, jogging and cycling 45
minutes a day keeps me energized and youthful.
Sincerity, honesty and my systematic way of work
keeps me going. I am very content with my work.
One of my belief is always do good, never for the
benefit of reward as you will be acknowledged one
day in your life.

Mohamed considers his father to be his role model
because of his advice, optimism, hard work and
innocence also when it comes to upholding a big
family when the going gets tough.

Leisurely, I love watching movies and listening to
music. My positive mind keeps me motivated and
I look forward to a new day. I am very passionate
about the work I do and invest hard work,
dedication and loyalty to my work.

Mohamed is a much-appreciated EFSian by his
line manager as well as the Client in the Qatar
OPCO. Positive feedback due to his hard work,
honesty & team work keeps him ELATED all the
time.

In a span of few months, Mohamed has portrayed
the best of his capabilities through team
management, leadership and professionalism
which has enhanced his performance.

EFS has helped me learn some of the best things
of life and I receive immense guidance on some
technical know-how from my manager Ms. Najwa
who heads the L&D Center at EFS.
Proud to be part of the EFS family!
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INDUSTRY NEWS

CASE STUDY
Tatweer Buildings Company

EFS scope includes management of existing
contractors, meeting contractual obligations
and carrying-out full project management for
TBC, effectively managing cleaning, Operations
& Maintenance (O&M) & HVAC services. EFS is
also assisting with FM policies and procedures
to all contractors and ensuring compliance as
per KSA Building Codes including compliance
to International Standards. EFS is conducting
Site Conditional Audit for all schools in each city
according to the International Standards i.e. NFPA
(National Fire Protection Association), SASO
(Saudi Arabian Standards Organization), SEC
(Saudi Electricity Company), SBC (Saudi Building
Codes) & BICSc (British Institute of Cleaning
Sciences) and submitting report to TBC for their
review and action.

The Client
TATWEER BUILDINGS COMPANY (TBC) is a
limited liability government-owned corporation,
specialized in design and construction of new
school buildings including renovation and
refurbishment of existing schools in Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. TBC’ main aim is to contribute to the
development of educational environment and to
introduce a quantum leap in the field of educational
projects in Saudi Arabia, to amount to the level of
an ambitious leadership and aspirations of a noble
nation in the various regions and provinces of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
TBC has been assigned to run, manage, tender
the Ministry of Education (MoE) projects of school
buildings, educational facilities and administration
buildings covering construction and supervision
of school buildings to manage all Hard & Soft
Services.

EFS also engages with TBC on different
consultancy assignments where EFS personnel
provide and prepare RFP tender documents
for Cleaning Service, HVAC, IFM, Spares &
Consumables; review Technical & Commercial
proposal outcome with TBC team and conduct
detailed workshops with TBC team for analyzing
Commercial proposals, Bidder comparisons and
MoE Budget comparisons with RFP outcome.

TBC also specializes in supervising the design,
implementation and construction of school
buildings and related facilities under MoE,
including the provision of services starting from
consultancy, planning, rehabilitation, renovation,
furniture, equipment, and ending up with renting,
leasing, purchasing and selling of school buildings.
TBC is targeting to maintain entire KSA Schools
Buildings amounting to be over 30,000 by the end
of year 2022.

EFS Engagement
ff Integrated Facilities Management
Consultancy
ff Implementation of IMS Systems
ff Implementation of CAFM system and IT
infrastructure for Mobility
ff Soft Services Management
ff Hard Services Management
ff Quality Assurance & HSE
ff Helpdesk - Management of MoE Complaint
System

EFS Engagement
TBC has awarded a 3 years’ contract of FMMA
(Facility Management Managing Agent) to EFS
Facilities Services for managing 2,714 school
Buildings in Western Region (Jeddah 997, Makkah
785 & Madinah 932).
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EFS Facilities Services secures Managing Agent Contract with
Tatweer Buildings Company
EFS Facilities Services has been awarded the contract as the Managing
Agent for facilities management services with Tatweer Buildings
Company (TBC) for 2714 schools across the Western Region in Saudi
Arabia, Jeddah, Makkah and Madinah for a period of three years.
In the Indian realty sector, many flock for organized
facilities management services
Cost efficiency coupled with the unique selling proposition
(USP) of organized facilities management services by real
estate developers are finding many takers. So much so, that
the industry estimates the organized facilities management
services market to grow beyond INR 25,000 crore by 2020.
UAE’s facilities management market poised for growth
The UAE’s facilities management sector is poised to record growth
as the activities in the construction sector rebounds with expansion
in non-oil sectors of the economy. More and more technology
companies are now offering solutions to developers based on
artificial intelligence, IoT and so on. TechSci Research opines that
the facilities management industry in the UAE is expected to grow
at CAGR of 8.51 per cent between 2016-2021 driven by projects like
Abu Dhabi’s Vision 2030, and Dubai Urban Development Master
Plan 2020.
Qatar to offer new areas of real estate for foreign
ownership
Qatar’s cabinet said that it would identify several new areas
where foreigners can own real estate, state news agency QNA
said, part of a campaign to draw more investment to a sector
that has been hit in recent years.
Kuwait floats tenders for 125 development projects
Kuwait has put out to tender nearly 125 development projects
across the country, as part of its plan for the fiscal year 2019/2020,
reported state news agency Kuna.
Among the top projects are the construction works related to aircraft
parking stands and transport corridors for Kuwait International
Airport’s new Terminal 2, stated the report, citing the Ministry of
Public Works.
A new private school complex will also be built in Kuwait’s southern
commercial hub of Egaila, in addition to a sprawling children’s
hospital, it stated.
JAN TO MAR 2019
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EFS SIGHTINGS
At the Oracle Open World
Conference 2019
#EFS_Dubai

EFS Savings Month
#EFS_UAE

Fill Feb with Compassion #EFS_Dubai

HR Madad Launch #EFS_Qatar
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Women’s Day at EFS
#EFS_Dubai
#EFS_Qatar
#EFS_Oman
#EFS_KSA
#EFS_India
#EFS_Bahrain
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World Happiness Day at EFS
#EFS_UAE
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Special Olympics
World Games,
Abu Dhabi
#EFS_Dubai
#EFS_Abu Dhabi
#EFS_Al_Ain

Special Olympics
World Games,
Abu Dhabi
#EFS_Dubai
#EFS_Abu Dhabi
#EFS_Al_Ain
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Green Tea with
EFS Fitness Icons
#EFS_Dubai

Big Neon Run
#EFS_Bahrain

Tea ‘n’ Talk
#EFS_Bahrain

Holi at EFS #EFS_India

Mothers’ Day at EFS
#EFS_Jordan
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Team Luncheon #EFS_Dubai
EFS KSA Celebrates Contract Win
#EFS_KSA

EFS Sakhir Desert Campaign
#EFS_Bahrain
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Tawdheef #EFS_Abu_Dhabi

EOTM
#EFS_Dubai
#EFS_Abu_Dhabi
#EFS_Al_Ain
#EFS_Jordan
#EFS_Bahrain
#EFS_Qatar
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India Republic Day Quiz
#EFS_Dubai

Shukran Awards #EFS_Abu_Dhabi

L&D Center Launch #EFS_Abu_Dhabi

EOTM
#EFS_Dubai
#EFS_Abu_Dhabi
#EFS_Al_Ain
#EFS_Jordan
#EFS_Bahrain
#EFS_Qatar

Year of tolerance award
Al Muzdalifa School Housekeeping
Team #EFS_Abu_Dhabi
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WHAT’S YOUR EQ - ELATE
QUOTIENT?

Qatar Sports Day
#EFS_Dubai

E - __

EFFICIENT

Write the
number of the
description against
the suitable acronym
and be the first to
WIN AN EXCITING
PRIZE!

L - __

LEAN

A - __

AGILE

T - __

TACTICAL

E - __

EFFECTIVE

Successfully
producing
the desired
and intended
results.

Adopting
a simplified
and minimalist
approach
to doing
business.

•
•
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Thinking
out of the box
to choose the
best method to
earn highest
return for the
company.

Achieving
maximum
productivity
with minimum
wasted effort
or expense.

Quick in
responding to
changes in the
marketplace or
environment.

* Terms & Conditions
Only the first employee to respond with the correct answers will be eligible
This prize is not applicable to Business/ OPCO Heads or Senior Management
JAN TO MAR 2019
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Send in your thoughts, suggestions, and write-ups to group.communications@efsme.com
to be featured in the next issue of EFS Horizons !!
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